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Spiritual Practices 
 
Cherish your best hopes as a faith, and abide by them in action. 
- Margaret Fuller 
 
Like the bee, gathering honey from all flowers, the wise accept the essence of 
different scriptures and see only the good in all religions. 
- Bhagavata Purana 11.3 
 

 
 

Opening and 
Chalice Lighting  You do not have to be good. 

You do not have to walk on your knees  
for a hundred miles through the desert repenting. 
You only have to let the soft animal of your body love what it loves. 
Tell me about despair, yours, and I will tell you mine. 
Meanwhile the world goes on. 
Meanwhile the sun and the clear pebbles of the rain are moving across the 
landscapes,  
over the prairies and the deep trees,  
the mountains and the rivers. 
Meanwhile the wild geese, high in the clean blue air, are heading home again. 
Whoever you are, no matter how lonely,  
the world offers itself to your imagination, 
calls to you like the wild geese, harsh and exciting—over and over announcing your 
place  
in the family of things. 
- Mary Oliver, “Wild Geese”  

 
 

Quiet Reflection When you are deeply contemplative, you listen more carefully and understand things 
which cannot be articulated. 
- David A. Cooper 

 
Sharing/ 
Check-In  Take two or three minutes to share how you are spiritually, psychologically, 

emotionally, and physically. You can speak or you can pass. We want to know how 
you are in this moment. 

 
 

Topic Read the handout—Spiritual Disciplines Overview from On the Path, UUA (1989)—

round-the-circle by paragraph. 

 
Meditation 
 
 
Break/Quiet  
Contemplation In today’s speeded-up ways of working and living, slowing down is an important 

spiritual discipline. In the modern world we are conditioned to live faster and faster 
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with no time for inner reflection or sensitivity to others. We are only beginning to see 
that speed makes our lives tense, insecure, inefficient, and superficial.  
- Eknath Easwaran 
 
What does the Lord require of you but to do justice, love mercy, and walk humbly 
with your God.  
- Micah 6.8 
 
The Sabbath as a day of rest is not for the purpose of recovering one’s lost strength 
and becoming fit for the forthcoming labor. The Sabbath is a day for the sake of life. 
- Abraham Joshua Heschel 
 
Our real enemy is forgetfulness. If we nourish mindfulness every day, and water the 
seeds of peace in ourselves and [in] those around us, we become alive, and we can 
help ourselves and others realize peace and compassion. 
- Thich Nhat Hanh 
 
We can pray for those we love in far off places knowing that our prayer is there 
instantly. It transcends time. Prayer breaks the boundaries of time. 
- Madeleine L'Engle 
 
I am a Unitarian, and we pray to ‘Whom It May Concern.’ 
- Adlai Stevenson  
 
In good deeds, pure of heart, lies real religion. 
- Genchi Kato 
 
We have no more cause to judge the significance of our own actions than we have to 
judge the worthiness of those who receive them…We are to quick to measure our 
lives by dramatic moments, to ready to minimize the light that we shine into the 
small darkness of everyday life… 
- Kent Nerburn 
 
If you have a lot, give some of your possessions; 
If you have little, give some of your heart. 
- Nilotic proverb 
 
The primary benefit of practicing any art, whether well or badly, is that it enables 
one's soul to grow. 
- Kurt Vonnegut Jr 

 
 

Sharing/Deep  

Listening  Speak about this topic in any way that is comfortable to you. If you choose to use the 
questions, focus on just one or two, as this will allow you to go deeper into the topic. 

 
• What are your thoughts about different spiritual disciplines? Have they helped (or 

do you think they could help) you along your spiritual journey? 

• What kinds of spiritual disciplines have you practiced (or do you practice)? What 
has worked for you? What hasn’t? 

• Is there a spiritual discipline that interests you, and that you’d like to explore?  
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Discussion This is a time to supportively respond to something another person said or to relate 
additional thoughts that may have occurred as others shared. 

 
 

Checkout/ 
Likes & Wishes What did you like about this meeting? What would you like to see change at future 

meetings? 
 
 

Announcements 
 
 

Closing Reading/ 
Extinguish Chalice The prayer of our souls is a petition for persistence; 

Not for the one good deed, or single thought, 
But deed on deed, and thought on thought, 
Until day calling unto day 
Shall make a life worth living. 
- W.E.B. DuBois, Singing the Living Tradition Hymnal #494 

 
 
 


